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President’s
Report
Greetings ladies and gents and welcome to the post AGM
edition of Flatchat.
You may have noticed from the bad spelling and crap
grammar that this is not Mick Tolj writing the Prezzy report,
so yes there where some changes to our lineup.
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Mick, Andrew Scudds and Stefan Huessy have chosen to
step aside and make their busy lives just that little bit
easier. Thank you gentlemen for your drive and enthusiasm
in keep our club running during your term. Mick has
thankfully retained his role as web master so a big thank
you from us all on that one mate. I’m sure working around
the web is much easier for you than us ham fisted old farts
(well me anyway).
The AGM also sees some familiar faces return to long held
roles. In particular I would personally like to thank Glen and
Jeremy for the long standing commitment they have given
us in the roles of Secretary and Treasurer. Well done guys.
And of course a warm welcome to Rex our new Vice Prezzy,
Chris our new ride coordinator, Jim our new property
officer, Brian our new (again) safety officer and new
committee members Rob Veitch, Barry and Lyndon.
Welcome gents.
The AGM wasn’t all pomp and ceremony. It started with a
wonderful ride through the hills lead by Andrew. We
stopped at the Mundaring markets and a couple of the guys
splashed out on some gear from John at the Indian
motorcycle stall (nice jacket Rex). There is a ride report for
this run so I won’t dwell on the ride.
So there we have it; a good strong team to keep the club on
track, a great bunch of members and a little money in the
bank.
The Albany hill climb and Norman Lewis memorial ride are
done and dusted, and folks it was outstanding. Long rides
through wonderful scenery on glorious roads with all of
your mates is why I ride motorcycles , and to do these rides
on a vintage machine that you have built yourself makes it
so much more special. A huge thankyou to Andrew Scudds
for organising and being the driving force behind this event,
as well as another big thank you to all of the people who
participated both as riders or big lorry drivers -thanks John.
One of the things I take away from this event is the way
everyone comes together into a close knit group; nothing
was any trouble, there was no agro and we all had lots of
laughs -well done guys.
Other news on the club front, we had our first post AGM
committee meeting this week with all of our new
appointees getting a feel for things and settling into their
new roles. Glen our wandering editor and secretary is back
from holidays (again) -good to have you back mate. And we
have a Xmas wind up ride in the pipeline. So all looking
good. That’s it from me. Take a look at the day one write up
for the Norman tour to see what you missed out on.
Keep your knees in the breeze and the bugs out of your
teeth. I look forward to seeing you all on a ride soon.
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Wayne

EAMC President DAM and member #2

From the
Secretary
I’m sorry there was no October issue as I was away on a
trip. The following are our new Committee members for
2015/16.
President:
Wayne Elezovich
Vice President:
Rex McCrae
Secretary and Editor : Glen McAdam
Treasurer:
Jeremy Bromley
Events Coordinator: Chris Geilis
Safety Coordinator: Brian Smallwood
Property Officer: Jim Merkouris
Web Master:
Mike Tolj
Committee:
Barry Pollard, Lyndon Joyce, Rob Veitch.
Welcome to all new Committee members. Membership
fees are due by the end of December. See page 2 for BSB
details for electronic transfer of funds.
Norm Lewis
posthumously.
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Ride
Calendar
Hello to all
Since the AGM we have a new ride coordinator. If there is
something we can see, visit and enjoy in our ride bucket
list, let’s talk about it and get it happening.
Some balk at busy roads, others at long rides, some shy at a
spot of rain, others prefer not to get their bike dirty. So on
Saturday mow the lawn and seem interested in doing it
then check your oil, charge your battery, check tyre
pressures and fuel up.
On Sunday it’s a cuppa and toast for your wife in bed- you’ll
be surprised how well this works. Start, warm up and gothree to four hours and you are home.
If you haven’t enjoyed yourself with us, you did not prepare
your bike or pamper your wife sufficiently. See you on the
road.
th

Sept 27 September – The Distinguished Gentlemen’s ride
was in the vicinity of 400 bikes, including a dapper group of
EAMC chaps. A group met at Alfred's kitchen at 9.00am and
picked up a few along the way to Parliament House.
Following speeches it was a ride through Floreat and down
to Swanbourne for a leg stretch. From there we rode on to
Fremantle. We did not go to Clancy’s tavern as there were
too many riders to be catered for, so we had our own lunch
at the riverside café near the traffic bridge. Our older rides
were well acknowledged for the whole trip. It was a good
day out.

Dec.13th 2015 - Our yearly wind up destination will
be the same as last year, Garvey Park on the
Swan River. Fauntleroy Ave Ascot. BBQ's are
available and for those who wish to keep it simple
you can bring goodies in an Esky. There is also a
kiosk on site. A chair or two in the boot is handy;
eat and chat and head off when you feel the
need. Wives, partners and kids are a necessity,
especially if you are biking there after a morning
ride, starting from BP Kewdale at 8.30am.
January – No scheduled event.
Feb 21st 2016 - Bike examination plus ride. Meet at 8 am
Caltex Midland for ride or go straight to Wayne's in
Stoneville for a 10 am inspection. Inspections finish at
12pm so please don’t come after midday.

March 12th / 13th 2016 - Indian Harley club of Bunbury
Two Day Rally.
April 3

rd

- Pop’s run (Brian Smallwood's run.)

Other Events (optional)
Feb 21st 2016 - Alternatively you could attend the Northam
Swap Meet.

th

October 13 - A ride through the hills from Alfred's kitchen
to Whiteman park for the AGM. A great BBQ was organized
by Mike who is forever going out of his way to please
people. Well done Mike and helpers including Jim who
excelled on the BBQ. Thanks go to all who attended.
th

Nov 6th to 13 - Norman Lewis ride which has become an
annual ride to remember a true friend. Perth to Bunbury to
Albany for events, followed by better weather and beautiful
scenery to Denmark, Manjimup, Augusta, Nannup,
Busselton to Bunbury. Our thanks go to Hamish and his
ever loving wife for their overnight hospitality. Then up the
windy highway to Perth. A sincere well done to Andrew and
all who attended.
Chris.

0408097918
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chrisgielis@bigpond.com

Safety Report
I reckon safety is a bit like this sign in as much as it is done
to death and boring as well but then one day it can bite you
when least expected. (Thinks I knew a girl like that years
ago; wonder where she is now.)

So there I was this morning 6.00 o'clock sparrow’s fart
belting along on my treadly two wheeler fully jigged
mountain bike looking real cool. And no lycra to be seen.
I glanced around not paying attention and clipped the
concrete curb; the sphincter slammed shut as the
adrenaline kicked in and I all but went into a skin losing
moment. What saved me had nothing to do with skill and
everything to do with the fact the curb at that spot was a
low sloping one and not the usual high profile of concrete.

Norm
Lewis
Tribute
Ride

My point here is that this so called "EAMC Safety Officer in
training" could have ended up bruised and battered
through not paying attention and being more than a bit
Gung ho .Lesson learnt ,I hope so, or at least until next
time.
So on that note how about we all take stock of our own
daily activities in respect to motorcycling and get back to
the basics.
The basics start with the usual detailed mechanical check of
the bike with a very careful look over all those little bits and
pieces that come loose or shift position or just cease to
work like it all should. Bet you can find a loose bolt if you
look.
Tyres, wheel bearings, head bearings, seat post, battery
locked down, wiring that needs a go over. There is always
some damn thing.
I know I speak to the converted and to those who have
much more knowledge and experience than me but that's
all the more reason to get back to basics because that next
curb moment may not be a low profile one.
Hmmmm. Food for thought indeed.
Be safe ride, safe and get home in time for tea and always
start the ride with clean jocks.
Be safe and you will, for sure, finish the ride with clean
jocks.
Yours in safety and with no skin loss.
Pop.

Members,
I wanted to send out a brief mail to wrap up the “2015
Norm Lewis Tribute Tour” and mostly thank everyone who
attended.
All in all it was a great success with only a couple of small
hick ups during the whole tour, a couple of broken bikes,
some damp camping gear and 1760 km’s of fantastic
scenery coupled with eight days of adventure through the
south west.
At one stage we had 17 people over the Albany weekend;
some came and went for a couple of days or so and we
were left with a core group of seven who completed the
whole eight day tour inclusive of our wonderful truck driver
John.
I want to make special mention of some people and their
contributions:
John the truck driver – Thank you so very much for your
tireless effort up the back. Always ready to help with a
smile, set up/pack up camp and provide continued
mechanical advice, particularly on English made machines. I
know as a fellow bike enthusiast he would much rather be
on two wheels with us. Hopefully next year. Thanks again
ol’ mate.
Hamish and his family – Thank you once again for providing
such awesome hospitality both at the beginning and on the
last night. We always feel welcome and I can assure you it
much appreciated by all. The loan of the trailer and
marquee is further testament to your generosity and we all
appreciated access to these two essential items. Thanks
Hash.
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Wayne – Personally, thanks for the loan of the 48 Chief
which unfortunately ended up on the truck on day 4. I really
appreciate the generosity. Also, there are a few people who
benefitted from your mechanical expertise on several
occasions and I know all efforts were very much
appreciated. Thanks mate.
Rex – I think we were all taken back by the little engraved
pocket flasks to mark the event. I know we were all touched
by your act of generosity and effort to acknowledge Norm.
It is very much appreciated and thanks also for the
entertaining lesson in wet weather preparedness… good on
ya Rex.
Jeremy the Treasurer – Thanks so much for all your efforts
in the lead up and also during the tour assisting me to
ensure all costs (truck rental, fuel, accommodation etc.)
were sorted so we could all enjoy the event worry free and
just ride, always knowing there was support behind and
most of the organising was done.

Camp at the Albany Rifle range

Graeme – Thanks for the effort you made to also
acknowledge Norm with the bottles of “fire water” which
Hamish made us drink on the last night at his place… Boom
Boom!
The pit crews and peanut gallery at the Hill Climb – To all of
you who helped out, held back wheels, pulled the piss,
filmed and generally just supported the three of us taking
part in the event. I realise it’s difficult from the spectators
point of view and really respect how boring it can be, so
thanks to you all for your patience and assistance.
Chief Blues
To everyone else, I can’t thank you enough for coming
along, helping out and your patience with some of the
weather and small hick ups along the way, not to mention
your patience with my efforts to get things to run smoothly.
I was so pleased with the way every one integrated and got
on so well, even some of the newer people, it made the
whole trip so enjoyable and I’m looking forward to our next
major event and hope we can all get together again in
March 2016 for the Bunbury Two day.
Thanks again, kind regards,
Andrew Scudds
M | 0477 310 989

A brother from another mother

Norm
Lewis
Tribute
Ride
Ever reliable roadside assistants

Wayne will be giving an account of the ride in future issues.
Here is his first instalment.
Any big event on the social calendar gives us some
anticipation for a while, the more into the event you are
the more anticipation, the Albany hill climb, Bunbury Two
day, and the roaring twenties rallies, oh and of course our
wedding anniversary dear. They all get me excited.
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So by about June I’m starting to get fidgety with anticip---------------ation (as Frankenfurter would put it). The Albany hill
climb and Norm Lewis ride are the start of a busy time in
my ride calendar.

So when the day came to leave for Albany I was EXCITED:
up at 4am and pacing the shed expectantly. Andrew and I
had spent most of Thursday loading the truck and double
checking spares and tools, so we were as prepped as we
were going to get. I had old blue (my trusty 1944 Chief)
serviced and tuned, bonnie blue (1948 scruffy Chief) was
sporting saddle bags and some extra tinwork for the trip so
she too was good to go. Graham Colvin and his shiny new
(and very flash) CVO had a sleepover in my shed so he could
be on hand early. John Pragnel, Scuddsy, Lyndon, Rex and
Dave all arrived just after 6am, so I guess I wasn’t the only
one hyped up on coffee and ready to roll.
After a little last minute packing (makeup bags and hair
dryers for the Harley guys), we hit the road right on our
7am designated start time and pointed the old girls south.
Andrew led us through the lower scarp on the back roads
so we could miss morning traffic and road works, which
turned out to be a fine plan. We popped out on to Tonkin
Hwy just in time to catch Jeremy pulling out on the Ultra
(referred to as the Kenworth or K whopper for everyone on
the ride) then straight down Tonkin, turn off onto Albany
Hwy and heading through Armadale, down through Byford
(without being mugged). We stopped at the Caltex just out
of town to wait for Chris and Tim. By this time everyone
was starting to chill out a little and get holiday faces on so
the mood was very cheery.
About 20 min and a dodgy servo sanga later Chris, Graham
(boom boom) and Tim arrived on 48 Chief, 1944 Chief and
1950? Triumph respectively. A bit more packing - mainly
Chris’s luggage and normal sized swag (which grew as the
days went by, more on the swag later), and we headed for
Hammo’s house. We usually stop religiously at the Pinjarra
bakery for a pie but we had about 400km to cover that day
so we nailed it straight down the southwest highway for
Gelorup (South Bunbury for you uneducated heathens).
We made Hamish’s place at about 10.00am ish, hooked up
Hamish’s race cart trailer (thank you very much for the loan
mate) and with a couple more folks in tow (Hammo and
Paul) we hit the road again.
Hamish lead us out from here and again we hopped on the
gas (90kmh is fair cracking along for our old timers). We
had one more rider (Hank) to pick up in Mumballup so we
only stopped for fuel and the occasional old man bladder
stop. Cruising through Mumballup we all waved to Hank
who was parked on the side of the road waving furiously
and kept heading for Boyup Brook for lunch and fuel. By the
time we got to Boyup there was no Hank. We gassed up,
had lunch and still no hank (I didn’t think the new triumphs
were that slow), then Scuddsy got the call that the battery
on the Trumpster was shagged, so he headed back for a
look. Then Dave headed back for a look, about an hour later
Andrew suggested we head to Frankland River for fuel and
they would meet us there.

Most of us still had a little fuel but John in the truck was
running on fumes with a red light on. “No problem the
power’s back on at 8pm” the owner said.
Crap, and most of us with shit lights. About this time one of
the locals dropped in and said we could get some fuel from
his farm which was about 10km out of town. Very cool. So
we saddled up and went farming. These guys were really
helpful. They filled up all of the bikes and the truck. Country
hospitality at its best.
Back on the road and the rain started. It rained all the way
to Albany. It didn’t stop – sometimes it belted down, others
it sprinkled but it kept on raining. At times like these I love
having a windscreen. I get bagged mercilessly for riding a
granny bike with bags and a screen but it was all worth it.
So to all you granny bike bashers – bite me b..I was dry.
About half an hour out of Frankland the boom boom mobile
stopped dead - no power. It was definitely turning into a
dead battery day. A quick look revealed no charge, so into
the tool box and out came the clamp meter and spare
battery. We reset the output charge rate of the generator
and hit the road again.
By the time we rolled into the gun club the rain backed off
to a light drizzle and then mercifully stopped while we set
up our camp. But still no Andrew, Hank or Dave. Finally
when they found a place with coverage I got a call from the
Scuddster saying it was getting dark and with the rain and
crap headlights on the Chief they were stopping for the
night in a motel about an hour out and would see us in the
morning.
So that was it, our first drama filled day and yes it is
possible to do Perth to Albany on a vintage bike in one day,
quite comfortably actually. A few refreshments and a few
Domino’s delivered pizzas and we were all crashed out by
9.00pm. What a day.
Wayne DAM #2

A happy Chris after refuelling at the farm.

We made it to Frankland by about 3pm but no Andrew,
Apparently they had gone back to Donnybrook for a new
battery and were taking a shortcut to Albany so would
meet us there. But more importantly for us no power - not
the bikes but at the Frankland servo.

Setting up camp
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Committee
Meeting
Minutes
August
Graham and his new CVO

Committee Meeting Minutes
Meeting held on 17 November 2015
Venue: Wayne’s place
Meeting opened 7.05pm
Attendees: Wayne, Glen, Jeremy, Mike, Barry, Jim, Brian,
Andrew, Chris, Rex.
Apologies:
Rob, Tim.

The Two Rappers or Wrappers?

Minutes of previous meeting: Minutes of AGM meeting
read.
Moved Jeremy, Seconded Mike Passed.
Business arising from the minutes. Nil.
Correspondence In:
Membership application from Mark Urry.
Northam Swap meet 21 February
Registration forms for Bunbury Two day 12/13 March 2016
Albany Vintage and Classic magazine Oct.
Notification that the 2016 Arthur Grady event has been
changed to later in the year.

It’s been a long day

Correspondence out:
Nil
Moved Barry, seconded Wayne that the correspondence be
received. Passed.
Business arising from the correspondence
Nil

Rest time

Treasurer’s Report:
Opening balance $2064.14CR. Accounts from the Norm
Lewis ride paid at this meeting:
Wayne $330 for expenses incurred, Andrew $100 for
expenses incurred. Some account still outstanding.
Membership fees are due by the end of December. Some
fees already paid. See BSB details at front of magazine.
Moved Barry Seconded Andrew that the Treasurer’s report
be received. Passed
Business arising from the Treasurer’s report:
The club has quite a number of T shirts available for
purchase.
Safety Officer’s Report: Be on your guard at all times.

Roadside support
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Ride Coordinator’s Report:
The Committee welcomed Chris into his role as Events
Coordinator. General discussion regarding the Norm Lewis
ride. A very successful ride due to excellent planning.
Thanks go to Andrew for his organisation, Hamish and
family for their generosity and hospitality and also to the
participants.
13 December – Christmas ride and picnic at Garvey Park
Fauntleroy Ave Ascot.
No scheduled event for January nor Committee meeting.
21 February 2016 – Inspection day at Wayne’s with ride
beforehand.
3 April – Pop’s Run.
See Saddle up for details.
General Business
The Committee voted unanimously to accept Mark Urry’s
membership application at the AGM.
Rex enquired about the current status and future direction
of the club. General discussion ensued.
Wayne to investigate the purchase of a marquee with club
logo. This will serve as a shelter as well as advertising for
the club.
Please note: all club members are invited to attend
Committee meetings.
Meeting closed at 8.25pm
Next meeting: 8 December Brian Smallwood’s place.
45 George Road, Lesmurdie, WA 6076
0409885765

Distinguished
Gentlemen’s Ride
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Q and#36
New Cams
and
SU Carby
Hello folks
This is the Q&A section with ramblings from our resident
dumb ass mechanic. All answers given are an uneducated
opinion by a semi-literate wog and should be taken on
board at your discretion.
Q: Hey Big Nose.
I’ve just fitted a set of Ollie cams to my Chief (after
reading your glowing report on them) and now the old
bitch won’t idle properly. If I get the idle right then it
runs rough cruising. What’s going on? Have I buggered
something up?
A: I just had the same drama with the hill climber (although
it doesn’t cruise very often). No you did well. You will
love the extra grunt the Ollies give but it may take a bit
of tweaking to get it perfect.
The problem you now have happens occasionally and
depends on the engine and exhaust system. The engine
draws in considerably more fuel and air and the valve
timing has changed (more overlap) so the carb tuning
will be out.
The old Linkert now won’t allow enough fuel in on the
idle circuit, so by tuning the low speed so it idles
smoothly your low to mid-range mixture will be too
rich. The only cure is to remove the carb - take out the
idle plug and drill out the idle hole a little. The idle hole
is the hole that is just visible from the manifold end
with the throttle disc closed (idle). If you open the
throttle you will see two small holes with a very fine
slot between. The one closest to the manifold end is the
idle hole and the other (and the slot) adds fuel for
midrange. The one we need to work on is the idle hole.
Most 1 ¼ body Linkerts run an idle hole of .025 (M Bonn
carbs run .035), which is too small for anything but
stock engines, an 80 cuber or something with
performance cams will need more fuel from this hole,
so – a larger hole.
Start with a .035 idle hole and refit the carb and test.
Set your idle and warm up the engine, then bring up the
speed a bit (about 1500 rpm or ¼ throttle) if the engine
runs rough then turn the low speed needle in (righty
tighty) (lean) until the engine runs sweet. If you have to
lean it off more than a couple of clicks you will need to
open the idle hole up a bit more. Be careful here as it’s
very, very hard to go back if you hog this hole out too
much. Any more than a .044 idle hole is huge so use this
as your upper limit. My hill climber runs a .044 idle hole
and it runs massive cams and short open pipes so use
this as an upper limit for your road bike.
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Q: Hello Big Nose
One of my mates gave me an SU carb the other day. He
ran it on his old Trumpy Bonneville and said it really
made it go hard. Where do I get a manifold to suit or an
adapter?
A: Firstly, thanks for the kind words. I don’t know of anyone
who sells adapters for SU to Indian. I think you will have
to make one or have one made.
Before you get too involved with this project, keep in
mind there are better carbs around than an SU. They
were the best around in the 1960’s but are way out of
date now. If you have your heart set on a CV carb
(constant velocity) then a Kiehen (Harley EVO) is far
better, and there are adapters and tuning kits available.
Personally I believe a well sorted Linkert is a better
choice, but that’s just me.
Let me know what you do and how you go so I can pass
it on to our readers.
If you would like advice on any maintenance or club related
issue, feel free to drop us a line or call the wog or Glen (See
the front of the mag for contact details).
Keep the maintenance up, the rubber side down and ride
safely
Regards
Wayne Elezovich D.A.M. (dumb arse mechanic)
President

Tanya
and “Cliff”

Hello all. This is Cliff .Being a motorbike nut I realised that
the time had come for me to learn how to ride an Indian.
Bruce already had a ‘47 Chief so a few lessons later and
help from the 'Indian Whisperer' Wayne, who kindly let me
learn on his Scout as well, we decided to purchase an Indian
for me. As luck would have it one of Bruce's good mates,
living in San Francisco, found this bike - a 1946 Indian Chief
Bobber. After it finally arrived we took Cliff to Wayne for a
checkup. After Wayne had rebuilt the gearbox and fixed
lots of other problems, I finally had a bike that I could ride
with Bruce.
All this would not have been possible without the help of
Wayne, Toljy and other members of the club. Thanks go to
all of you!
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Here are some links to the story of Francis Clifford. It seems
he is quite a legend.

http://www.insidebayarea.com/sanmateocount
ytimes/localnews/ci_4106827
https://books.google.com.au/books?id=_McfAw
AAQBAJ&pg=PT99&lpg=PT99&dq=Francis+Cliffor
d+Racer&source=bl&ots=uKLlDFn_QR&sig=6VNI
z9jThyBB3JPjPYyb2WLheo&hl=en&sa=X&ved=0CCUQ6AE
wAmoVChMIrciPspiZyQIVI1umCh3SeQ7s#v=one
page&q=Francis%20Clifford%20Racer&f=false

New Club Polo Shirt
They are pretty stylish and combine all our club colours in
one shirt. They are the same price as an ordinary T shirt.
The embroidered logo is the same as on our club cap and is
50% larger. They are made from Driwear and are priced at
$32.50. Get yours today.
Contact a committee member.
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